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Davis, Norman
From:

RAP H y

Robin McDonald {Robin,McDonald@incisivemedla.comj

Sent:

Wednesday, December 10, 2006 2:32 PM

To:

Davis, Norman

Subject: Here's the story

Thanks aqaln for always being willing to talk tome about this case.

Dear Jerry,

Robin.

Supreme Court Closes Book on Photographer's Case

I'm sorry the appeal was denieptin your case. You have our support
and our deepest apprecranon f9t all thatyou have endured on behalf of
the rights of all photographers.

R. Robin McDonald
12-10-2008

There are still avenues to pursue, so we are not finished. I just wanted
to drop you a note to say thank you for all you have done. We are
happy to support you in your efforts.

The Ll.S. Supreme Court has closed the book on an If-year-old copyright case that, in its final form, granted
The National GeographicSociety -- and by extension,other publishers - the right to reproduce its magazine
archive in digital format without paying additional royalties to freelance contributors,

Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help.

The high courton Monday denied a petition for a writ of certiorari from Florida undersea photographer and
former National Geographic magazine contributor Jerry Greenberg. In July. the full 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals voted 1-5 in favor of Natiollal Geagraphic.

Thank you for fighting the good fight.

Greenberg petitioned the high court for a hearing, claiming that the 11th Circuit, and the 2nd Circuit in a nearly
identical case, had misinterpreted the Supreme Court's 2001 landmark copyright ruling, Tq,villiv New York
Times,

Sincerely,
~,.

..

But the high court, with.~ut comment, let stand rulings that Tasini - which bars· publishers from selling
published articles to Intemet databases without securing new copyright permissions-from freelance contributors
~~ did not prohibit publishers from selling their digital archives all CD-ROMs without securing new copyright
contracts,

~~

In 1997. Greenberg challenged National Geographic's use without permission of more than60 of the
photographer's photos, which had appeared in the magazine, in a 30-disk CD-ROM compilation ofthe society's
entire magazine archive.

Todd Joyce
A5MP President
513-899-2727

Greenberg's suit caused National Geographic to pull the archive off the market in 2003, after Greenberg, with
the approval of the l Ith Circuit, was awarded damages by a Florida district court. But the 11th Circuit's final of
three rulings favored the magazine.
Terry Adamson, executive vice president ofthe National Geographic Society, said Tuesday that the magazine' is
considering issuing a new version of the CD archive.
Greenberg's attorney, Squire. Sanders & Dempsey senior counsel NOrman Davis, said that his client, "did this
not only for himselfbut to try to look after the interest of others who were also creative people. In pursuing this
cause, he has exhausted virtually all of his means."
Incisive Media is a leading provider of specialized business information for legal, commercial real estate,
interactive marketing, financial services, and risk-management professionals. In print, online and in person, .
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Jerry Greenberg v. National Geographic Society
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Jerry Greenberg v. National Geographic Society
12/10/089:02:16 PM Eastern Standard Time
asmpmemberannouncement@asmp,org
sueray624@aol.com

Dear Members:
As we had anticipated, but not as we had hoped, the U.S. Supreme Court
this week denied the appeal in Jerry Greenberg's infringement suit against
National Geographic. As you may recall, the suit was based on Geographic's
issuance of its 100-year compilation CD and similar CD's that reproduced
massive numbers of issues of the print magazine in electronic form without
permission from the photographers and others who created the material
that appeared in those magazines. Long time ASMP member Jerry
Greenberg filed a copyright infringement suit, and it has been going through
the various stages of trial and appeals over the past 10 years or so. Despite
earlier victories by Jerry, the case is finally over, and National Geographic
has won.
This appears to mean that, unless your contracts say otherwise, publishers
are generally free to produce electronic compilations of their print materials,
even without permission from, or additional compensation to, the
photographers and other contributors who created the materials being
digitally reproduced. The key words here are "unless your contracts say
otherwise." Your only hope to receive a piece of the electronic pie that
publishers are now able to consume is to do so by contract. If your
paperwork with a publisher specifically says that no electronic. uses can be
made without your permission, the decision in Greenberg and the other suits
against National Geographic should not grant the publisher these expanded
rights.
Jerry is to be thanked by all photographers for his gallant and all-consuming
efforts on everyone's behalf. ASMP provided assistance and support to him
at every step of the process, but ultimately it was Jerry who made the great
sacrifices in this exhausting and exhaustive effort. ASMP sincerely believes
that the courts have seriously misinterpreted the Copyright Act and the U.S.
Supreme Court's decision in Tasini v. NY Times, which is why we supported
Jerry and his attorneys over the past decade. Sadly, the Supreme Court
takes only a tiny percentage of the cases that are sent before it, and that
statistic took its toll here.
Although the Supreme Court has let the decision of the 11th Circuit stand,
we are not going to abandon this issue, and we are considering all of the
options that are available. In the meantime, thank you all for your support,
and especially, thank you, Jerry Greenberg.

Thursday, December 11,2008 America Online: sueray624
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But, back to that night at dinner with Rick and Jerry. The point was that J was getting

.lantvcn, AIL'11l Aluminum, ILl. Reynolds,

published and they thought maybe I had legs in this business, and as such, maybe 1should
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learn some of the rules, for my own protection and for the betterment of the photo industry.
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They were incredibly generous that night, explaining the principles of copyrighting one's
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images (slides, in those days), meeting deadlines, and as Jerry put it, always avoiding the
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peril of "believing in your own press releases". They also told me to never judge another

endorsement. Other Frink enterprises include u

photographer by their work you see published, as that is as much about design and art

dive travel company, Watcrf-lousc Tours and

direction and the politics of advertising as it is about someone's own personal vision. There

Reservations and

were a lot of other nuggets of wisdom that night, things I never forgot. Just as I never forgot

Frink Collection. Frink is also the North

their unselfish willingness to share with me.
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stock photo agency, Stephen

American, South American, and Caribbean

distributor for the Austrian camera housing
Thinking of Jerry's early and unswerving belief in the power of copyright and his belief in
the legal system, 1 am greatly saddened to see the final outcome of his long (n year) battle

manufacturer Scucam.

VIEW MY COMPLETE PROFILE

with National Geographic. It all went back to a CD-ROM collection of all of the back issues of
National Geographic called The Coniplete Naticna! Geographic: 108 Years 0/ National
GcogrQphic Magazine. National Geographic used new technologies never imagined when
Jerry shot his first photos for them, and they created a product that had terrific sales
potential. The one issue was that they didn't necessarily own the rights to <Ill the work
contained within those 108 years of published pages, and the copyrights to Jerry's in
particular were clearly registered to him.
Jim Pickerell, the author of a highly respected newsletter on subjects of interest to stock
photographers said it very wcll in a post today. In his words, "The grim outcome of
Greenberg vs. The National Gcographic Society should be of deep concern to every
photographer who believes copyright offers legal protection. Rather, this case teachesus two
things: the law is not always fair or equitable, and those who have deeper pockets tend to
win ...
"H there was ever a photographer who dotted all the Is and crossed all the Ts in executing a
contract for photographic work, it was Jerry Greenberg. His written agreement with the
National Geographic Society said that for the fee he was paid he was licensing only the rights
to publish his work in a single edition of the printed magazine. If NGS wanted to use his
work in any other way, it would be necessary to compensate him for that use.
"Greenberg also had letters from NGS transferring the copyright back to him. It should be
noted that these images were used by NGS before the passage of the 1976 Copyright Act. At
that time, copyright rested with the organization paying for the work and not the creator. <IS

it does today. Thus, the formal transfer of copyright back to Greenberg was extremely
important.
"Greenberg had thc images registered with the Copyright Office years before The Complete

National Geographic: 108 Years a/National Geographic Magazine CD-ROM discs were
created."
Ultimately that was the issue. Jerry owned the copyright to these images and it was up to
him to choose how or if they were to be used, and at what rate of compensation. You'd think.
Jerry stops into my studio frequently, an honored guest I am always eager to see. He updates

me often about his new photographic missions, now exploring digital imaging in
collaboration with his brilliant son Michael. He shows me the beautiful artwork his talented
wife Iduz creates for their series of books and waterproof marine 10 cards. He also has kept

me updated about the National Geographic saga all these years.
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It was challenging and expensive and probably more than a little frightening to be one man

going against the corporate might of the National Geographic Society. But, he persevered
because he believed in copyright, the validity of contractual law, and the honor of a deal
made in good faith. He never wanted to be enemies with National Geographic. The work he
did for them was the proudest achievements of his career. He never wanted to tight with
anyone who misappropriated his work over the years, and there have been many. l-lcjust
wanted to not be taken advantage of and fairly compensated for his work. A simple enough
request from a man of honor.
In this case Jerry carried it all the way to the steps of the US Supreme Court. He won a few
rounds in court. National Geographic won a few more. But, these are huge issues of law to
every visual artist that were being debated in this particular case, and Jerry felt it had merit
to be heard by the highest court in the land. Most in the photographic community shared his
belief I definitely did. But, in the end only about 5% of the cases set before the Supreme

COUl't arc actually heard, and Jerry's was not. That was the final shot. Now it is over for
Greenberg vs. National Geographic.
It's not over for Jerry Greenberg, of course. He'll close out that chapter of his life and move
on with taking more digital photos, enjoying life with his family, and 'of course scuba diving
in these familiar waters off Key Largo. Yet, what he's done will long reverberate in legal and
professional circles.
Pickerell closes with these chilling words: "Photographers owe Greenberg a tremendous
debt of thanks. Hopefully, they will take the lessons of this case to heart. If the infringer is a
small organization without a lot of resources to pursue legal action, and the photographer
has the copyright registered, he may get an out-of-court settlement, or at least keep legal
costs to a minimum. Infringers with deep pockets will eventually get their way, even if it
takes 11 years, regardless of what might be fair or equitable." I'd like to be less pessimistic.
But, no one docs copyright registration and contracts better than Jerry Greenberg. Clearly,
being right does not always guarantee victory.
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Davis, Norman
From:

Robin McDonald [Robin,McDonald@lncisivemedia,com]

Sent:

Wednesday, December 10, 2008 2:32 PM

To:

Davis, Norman

Subject: Here's the story

Thanks again for always being willing to talk to me about this case.
Robin.

Supreme Court Closes Book on Photographer's Case
R. Robin McDonald
12-10-2008
TIle UiS, Supreme Court has closedtilebook on an l l-year-old copyrightcase that, in its final form, granted
'The National Geographic Society-- and by extension, other publishers -- tile right to reproduce its magazine
archivein digital format withoutpaying additional royaltiesto freelance contributors,
The high court on Monday denieda petition for a writ of certiorarifrom Florida underseaphotographer and
fanner National Geographic magazine contributorJerry Greenberg. In July, the full 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals voted 7-5 in favor of National Geographic.
Greenberg petitionedthe high court for a hearing,claimingthat the 11th Circuit, and the 2nd Circuit in a nearly
identical case, had misinterpreted tile SupremeCourt's2001 landmark copyrightruling, Tasilli v. New York
Times.

But tilehigh court, wi!h~ut comment, let stand rulings that Tasini -- which bars publishers from selling
published articles to Internet databases without securingnew copyrightpermissionsfrom freelance contributors
-- did not prohibitpublishers from selling their digital archives on CD-ROMs withoutsecuring new copyright
contracts.
In 1997, Greenberg challenged National Geographic's use without permissionof more than 60 of the
photographer's photos, which had appeared in tile magazine, in a 30-disk CD-ROMcompilationof tile society's
entire magazine archive.
Greenberg's suit caused National Geographic to pull 11,e archive offthe market in 2003, after Greenberg, with
11,e approval of the II til Circuit, was awarded damages by a Florida district court. But 11,e 11th Circuit's final of
three rulings favored the magazine.
Terry Adamson, executive vice presidentof the National Geographic Society, said Tuesdaythat the magazine is
considering issuing a new version ofthe CD archive.
Greenberg's attorney, S'luire. Sanders & Dempseysenior counselNormanDavis, said that his client, "did this
not only for himself but to try to look after 11,e interestof others who were also creative people, In pursuing this
cause, he has exhausted virtuallyalI of his means."
.
Incisive Media is a leading providerof specialized business information for legal, commercial real estate,
interactive marketing, financial services, and risk managementprofessionals. In print, online and in person, .
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Dear Jerry,

I'm sorry the appeal was deniep,in your case. You have our support
and our deepest appreclanon f¢ all that you have endured on behalfof
the rights of all photographers.
There are still avenues to pursue, so we are not finished. I just wanted
to drop you a note tQ.say thank you for all you have done. We are
happy to support you in your efforts.
Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help.
Thank you for fighting the good fight.

Sincerely,

Todd Joyce
ASMP President

513-899-2727

2174 S. Waynesville Rd., Lebanon, OH 45036 Phn. 513-899-2727 www.joycephotography.com
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Dear Jerry,

I'm sorry the appeal was deniep,in your case. You have our support
and our deepest apprectanon f¢: all that you have endured on behalf of
the rights of all photographers.
There are still avenues topursue, so we are not finished. I just wanted
to drop you a note to.sav thank you for all you have done. We are
happy to support you in your efforts.
Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help.
Thank you for fighting the good fight.

Sincerely,
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Todd Joyce
ASMP President

513-899-2727

2174 S. Waynesville Rd., Lebanon, OH 45036 Phn. 513-899-2727 www.joycephotography.com
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Todd Joyce
ASMP President
513-899-2727
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.J Immersions:Jerry Greenberg - Friend and Mentor and Champion of I'hotographer'. R.ight.

12/17/081:56I'M

Jerry Greenberg v. National Geographic Society

Page 1 of2

It wus challenging and expensive and prob;J.blymore than a little frightening to be one man

going aguinst the corporate might oftbe Nutional Geogrnphie Society. But, he persevered

Sub];

becau.sc he believed in copyright, the validity of contractuul law, and the honor of a deal

Date:

made ingOQd fnith. He never wanted to be enemies with National Ceographlc. The work he

From:
To:

did fur them WaS the proudest achievements uf his career. He nc,'cr wnllted to flght with

Jerry Greenberg v, National Geographic Society
121101089:02:16 PM Eastern StandardTime
a$.rnprnemberannou[lcement@asmp.org
S;,I..je:~Ely6,24@aol.Gorn

anyune whu mi&lpprupriatcd his work over thc yeurs, and there have been many: Hejust

Dear Members:

wanted 10 not be token adVllntage of and fuiriy campen5:ltcd for his wark. Asimplc enough
request from a man of honor.

As we had anticipated, but not as we had hoped, the U.S. Supreme Court
this week denied the appeal in Jerry Greenberg's infringement suit against
National Geographic. As you may recall, the suit was based on Geographic's
issuance of its 100-year compilation CD and similar CD's that reproduced
massive numbers of issues of the print magazine in electronic form without
permission from the photographers and others who, created the material
that appeared in those maqazlnes. Long time ASMP member Jerry
Greenberg filed a copyright infringement suit, and it has been going through
the various stages of trial and appeals over the past 10 years or so. Despite
earlier victories by Jerry, the case is finally over, and National Geographic
has won.

In this case Jerry carried it all the way tothe steps of the US Supreme Court. He won a fcw
monds in court. National Gcographiewon a few more. But, these are huge issues of law to
every visual artiot that were being debated in this particular case, and Jerry felt it had merit
to be heard by the highest court in the land. Most in the phctcgraphie communlty shared his
belief. I del1nitcly did. But, in the end oniy about 5% of the cases set before the Supreme
CUUlt<lre<ldually heard, and Jerry's was not. Th<ltwcs the fin<ll shot. Now it is over for
(';reenbell; vs. N<ltionulGeographic.
It's not over for Jerry Grl'Cnherg, of course. He'llclose out that chapter ofbis life and moVe
on with mking more digital photos, enjoying life with his fumily, and'of course scuba diving

lntbcsc f<lmili<lrwatersoff Key Largo. Yet, what he's done will long reverberate inlegal and
I'wfes:;iullUI circles.

This appears to mean that, unless your contracts say otherwise, .publishers
are generally free to produce electronic compilations of their print materials,
even without permission from, or additional compensation to.tne
photographers and other contributors who created the materials being
digitally reproduced. The key words here are "unless your contracts say
otherwise." Your only hope to receive a piece of the electronic pie that
publishers are now able to consume is to do so by contract. If your
paperwork with a publisher specifically says that no electronic uses can be
made without your permission, the decision in Greenberg and the other suits
against National Geographic should not grant the publisher these expanded
rights.

Pickerell duses \vith these chilling words: "Photographers owe Greenberga trclllernlOUS
debt uftbanks. ~lopefully. they will take the tcssons cf thts ca~e to heart. If the infringer is a

sl11all OoL"ganiZ;ltion without u lot of resources to' pursue lcgulccucn, and the photographer
hus the copyright registered., he may get an out-of-court settlement, or at least keep legul
costs 10 u minimum. Infringers with deep pockets will cventuullygct their way, even If it

takes

11

ycurs, regurdl=:; ofwhut might be falr or equibble." I'd like to be less JlC"Simistic.

But, no one docs copyright r..: gistration and contracts better than Jerry Greenberg. Clearly,
being right does not a[w;>ysguurantec victory.
POSTEO BY STEPHEN FRINK AT 6:13 PM

~

o COMMENTS:
l'u~t

Jerry is to be thanked by all photographers for his gallant and all-consuming
efforts on everyone's behalf. ASMP provided assistance and support to him
at every step of the process, but ultimately it was Jerry who made the great
sacrifices in this exhausting and exhaustive effort. ASMP sincerely believes
that the courts have seriously misinterpreted the Copyright Act and the u.s.
Suprerne Ccurt's decision in Tasini v. NY Times, which is why we supported
Jerry and his attorneys over the past decade. Sadly, the Supreme Court
takes only a tiny percentage of the cases that are sent before it, and that
statistic took its toll here.

a Cumment
Hume

Nc.wrPust

OhJcrP,mt

Sllbserihc tu: Prn;t Cumments (Atom)

Although the Supreme Court has let the decision of the 11th Circuit stand,
we are not going to abandon this issue, and we are considering all of the
options that are available. In the meantime, thank you all for your support,
and especially, thank you, Jerry Greenberg.

J://slephenfrink.blogspOI.com/2008/12/jerry-greenberg-friend-~nd-menlor-and.hlml
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Davis, Norman

H
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From:

Robin McDonald IRobin.McDonaJd@lncisivemedla.coml

Sent:

Wednesday, December 10, 2008 2:32 PM

To:

Davis, Norman

Subject: Here's the story

Thanks again for always being willing

Dear Jerry,

to talk to me about this

case.

Robin,

I'm sorry the appeal was denledIn your case. You have our support
and OUf deepest appreclatlcn f¢ alt that you have endured on behalf of
the rights of all photographers.
There are still avenues to pursue, so we are not finished.

I just wanted

to drop you a note to say thank you for all you have done. We are
happy to support you in your efforts.
Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help.

Supreme Court Closes Book ou Photographer's Case
R. Robin McDonald
12-10~2008

TIle UiS. Supreme Court has closed the book on an 11-year-old copyright case that, in its final form, granted
The National Geographic Society -- and by extension, other publishers - the right to reproduce its magazine
archive in digital format without paying additional royalties to freelance contributors.
The high court on Monday denied a petition for a writ of certiorari from Florida undersea photographer and
fanner National Geographic magazine contributor Jerry Greenberg. In July, the full l I th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals voted 1·5 in favor of National GeograDhic.

Thank you for fighting the good fight.
Greenberg petitioned the high court for a hearing, claiming that 'the 11th Circuit, and 'the 2nd Circuit in a nearly
identical case, had misinterpreted the Supreme Court's 20011andrnark copyright ruling, Tasilli-v. N(!w York
Times,

Sincerely,

~o
Todd Joyce
ASMP President
513-899-2727

But the high court, without comment, let stand rulings that Tasini -- which bars publishers from selling
published articles to Internet databases without securing new copyright permissions from freelance contributors
~~ did not prohibit publishers from selling their digital archives on CD-ROMs without securing new copyright
contracts.
In 1997, Greenberg challengedNatiOilal Geographic's usc without permission of more than 60 of the
photographer's photos, which had appeared in the magazine, in a 30...c\isk CD-ROM compilation of the society's
entire magazine archive.
Greenberg's suit caused National Geographic to pull the archive off the market in 2003, after Greenberg, with
the approval of the 11th Circuit, was awarded damages by a Florida district court. But the l l th Circuit's final of
three rulings favored the magazine.
Terry Adamson, executive vice president ofthe National Geographic Society, said Tuesday that the magazine is
considering issuing a new version of the CD archive.
Greenberg's attorney, Squire Sandcrs & Dempsey senior cowlscl Norman Davis said that his client, "did this
not only for himselfbut to try to look after the interest of others who were also creative people. In pursuing this
cause; he has exhausted virtually all ofills means."
Incisive Media is a leading provider of specialized business information for legal, commercial real estate,
interactive marketing, financial services, and risk management professionals. In print, online and in person,

2174 S. Waynesville Rd., Lebanon, DB 45036 Phn. 513-899-2727 www.joyccphotography.co111

